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Abstract

Skyline query processing has received considerable at-
tention in the recent past. Mainly, the skyline query is
used to find a set of non dominated data points in a multi-
dimensional dataset. While most previous work has as-
sumed a centralized setting, in this paper we address the
efficient computation of subspace skyline queries in large-
scale peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, where the dataset is hor-
izontally distributed across the peers. Relying on a super-
peer architecture we propose a threshold based algorithm,
called SKYPEER, which forwards the skyline query requests
among peers, in such a way that the amount of transferred
data is significantly reduced. For efficient subspace skyline
processing, we extend the notion of domination by defining
the extended skyline set, which contains all data elements
that are necessary to answer a skyline query in any arbi-
trary subspace. We prove that our algorithm provides the
exact answers and we present optimization techniques to
reduce communication cost and execution time. Finally, we
provide an extensive experimental evaluation showing that
SKYPEER performs efficiently and provides a viable solu-
tion when a large degree of distribution is required.

1. Introduction

Skyline queries help users make intelligent decisions
over complex data, where different and often conflicting
criteria are considered. Such queries return a set of in-
teresting data points that are not dominated by any other
point on all dimensions [4]. Skyline queries are beneficial
to distributed applications like web information systems [1].
However, as the number of participating sources increases,
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traditional client-server solutions are prone to bottleneck
risks and therefore cannot scale. Furthermore, the amount
of data increases at tremendous rates, making its central as-
sembly at one location infeasible. Last, but not least, inde-
pendent information sources usually do not wish to allow
uncontrolled access to their local data repositories, mainly
for privacy reasons.

Consider a global-scale web-based hotel reservation sys-
tem, consisting of a large set of independent servers geo-
graphically dispersed around the world. Servers accept sub-
scriptions by travel agencies, in order to advertise their ho-
tels. Towards this goal, servers are willing to share some
information about the data stored locally, without handing
over the whole dataset. Such a system could potentially
provide booking services over the universal hotel database,
without requiring from each travel agency to register with
each server. This need becomes even more important, due
to the fact that the number of providers (and therefore data)
increases at tremendous rates. The challenge is to enable
users to pose interesting queries, such as skylines, over this
network of servers, and retrieve those results that match a
possibly different (each time) set of user-defined criteria. In
general, given a set of d-dimensional objects, a subspace
skyline query only refers on a subset of attributes of size
k ≤ d.

A promising solution for the design and deployment of
global-scale applications such as the above, is the exploita-
tion of peer-to-peer (P2P) technology. The P2P paradigm
emerges as a powerful model for organizing and search-
ing large data repositories distributed over independent
sources [7]. In this work we explore how subspace sky-
line queries can be computed efficiently over a distributed
and large-scale web information system modeled as a P2P
network. Our approach relies on a super-peer architecture,
where each peer holds only a portion of the entire dataset.
The main contributions of our work are:

• We explore the implications of processing subspace
skyline queries in large scale P2P networks, since ex-



isting methods that have been developed for central-
ized systems can not be adapted to work efficiently in
a P2P environment.

• We extend the notion of domination by defining the
extended skyline set, which can provably answer arbi-
trary subspace queries in an efficient manner. We then
present our algorithm, SKYPEER, which orchestrates
the processing of a subspace skyline query using ex-
tended skyline sets.

• SKYPEER utilizes a thresholding scheme, in order to
facilitate pruning of dominated data across the peers.
We explore different strategies for (i) threshold propa-
gation and (ii) result merging through the P2P network.

• We provide an extensive experimental evaluation of
our algorithms and compare it against a straightfor-
ward skyline computation algorithm adapted to work
in P2P networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of related work. In Section 3 we de-
scribe the P2P architecture employed and we present a base-
line algorithm for subspace skyline queries. In Section 4 we
introduce the extended skyline, which provides the founda-
tion for our algorithm presented in Section 5. Our experi-
mental results are presented in Section 6. Finally, in Sec-
tion 7 we conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

Skyline computation has recently received considerable
attention in the database research community. Two algo-
rithms, BNL and DC are proposed in [4], while SFS [5],
is based on the same principle as BNL, but improves per-
formance by first sorting the data according to a monotone
function. Tan et al. [16] propose the first progressive tech-
niques, namely Bitmap and Index method. In [11], an al-
gorithm based on nearest neighbor search on the indexed
dataset is presented. Then, Papadias et al. [14] propose a
branch and bound algorithm to progressively output skyline
points on a dataset indexed by an R-Tree, with guaranteed
minimum I/O cost.

Recently papers focus on algorithms to support subspace
skyline retrieval. In [17] SUBSKY, a non-incremental algo-
rithm, is presented, which transforms the multi-dimensional
data to one-dimensional values, and indexes the dataset with
a B-Tree. Pei et al. [15] and Yuan et al. [20] independently
propose the SKYCUBE, which consists of the skylines in
all possible subspaces. In [6] the problem of supporting
constrained subspace skylines, which form the generaliza-
tion of all meaningful skyline queries over a given dataset,
was posed.

In spite of the importance of the skyline there is lim-
ited work on skyline calculation in decentralized and dis-
tributed environments. In [1] an algorithm for distributed
environments was proposed. Unfortunately, their assump-
tions are hardly applicable to large-scale P2P systems. Fur-
thermore, while they assume a vertical partitioning of the
dataset across the Web sources, data in P2P systems is, typ-
ically, horizontally partitioned across the peers.

The first work that focuses on P2P skyline computation
is presented in [9, 8]. The authors focus on Peer Data Man-
agement Systems (PDMS), where each peer provides its
own data with its own schema. Their techniques provide
probabilistic guarantees for the result’s correctness. In com-
parison, our algorithms provably return exact answers to ar-
bitrary subspace skyline computations. In [10], Huang et al.
assume a setting with mobile devices communicating via an
ad hoc network, and study skyline queries that involve spa-
tial constraints. The authors present techniques that aim to
reduce the costs of communication and reduce the execu-
tion time on each single device. Wu et al. [18] first address
the problem of parallelizing progressive skyline queries on
a share-nothing architecture. Their techniques enforce the
skyline partial order, so that the system pipelines participat-
ing machines during query execution and minimizes inter-
machine communication.

Super-peer networks [19], like KaZaa and eMule, have
emerged as a viable solution for developing existing P2P
systems, harnessing the merits of both centralized and de-
centralized systems. Edutella [13] is such a super-peer ap-
proach, based on HyperCup topology, where super-peers
maintain indices of peer contents and routing indices, and
searching is practically achieved through routing at super-
peer level. Distributed top-k retrieval [12] and P2P rank-
ing [2] have also attracted attention lately, motivating and
relating to our research in P2P skyline query processing.

3. Skyline Computation in P2P Networks

Skyline query processing in P2P networks poses inher-
ent challenges and demands non-traditional techniques due
to the distribution of content and the lack of global knowl-
edge. Relying on a super-peer architecture we propose a
threshold based algorithm, called SKYPEER and its vari-
ants, for efficient computation of skyline points in arbitrary
subspaces, reducing both computational time and volume of
transmitted data.

3.1. Preliminaries and Definitions

We assume an unstructured P2P network of Np peers.
Some peers have special roles, due to their enhanced fea-
tures, such as availability, storage capability and band-
width capacity. These peers are called super-peers SPi



Symbols Description
d Data dimensionality
k Query dimensionality
n Cardinality of the dataset
S Dataset
Si Partition of dataset (i = 1..Np)
Np Number of peers
Nsp Number of super-peers (Nsp << Np)
DEGp Degree of simple peer
DEGsp Degree of super-peer (DEGsp < DEGp)
SKYU Skyline of subspace U
SKYUi

Skyline of subspace U on super-peer SPi

ext-SKYU Extended skyline of U
ext-SKYUi

Extended skyline of U on super-peer SPi

t Threshold

Table 1. Overview of symbols.

(i = 1..Nsp), and they constitute only a small fraction of
the peers in the network, i.e. Nsp << Np. Peers that
join the network directly connect to one of the super-peers.
Each super-peer maintains links to simple peers, based on
the value of its degree parameter DEGp. In addition, a
super-peer is connected to a limited set of at most DEGsp

other super-peers (DEGsp < DEGp).

In super-peer architectures, queries are typically routed
first in the super-peer backbone and afterwards, if necessary,
they are distributed to the peers that are connected to the
super-peers. In general, super-peers maintain information
about the peers they have been assigned, so that at query
time, they can process a query without having to contact
all peers. Note that one important performance parameter is
the super-peer topology which influences the routing perfor-
mance. In this work we assume that the super-peer topology
is pre-defined and we focus on the optimization of interac-
tions among super-peers and peers.

Each peer Pi holds ni d-dimensional points, denoted as a
set Si (i = 1..Np). Obviously the size of the complete set of

points is n =
∑Np

i=1 ni and the dataset S is the union of all
peers’ datasets Si: S = ∪Si. Given a space D defined by a
set of d dimensions {d1, d2, .., dd} and a dataset S on D, a
point p ∈ S can be represented as p = {p[1], p[2], ..., p[d]}
where p[i], is a value on dimension di. Each non-empty
subset U of D (U ⊆ D) is referred to as a subspace. With-
out loss of generality, we assume that skylines are computed
with respect to min conditions on all dimensions and that all
values are non-negative. A point p ∈ S is said to dominate
another point q ∈ S on subspace U , if on each dimension
di ∈ U , p[i] ≤ q[i]; and on at least one dimension dj ∈ U ,
p[j] < q[j]. The skyline of a subspace U ⊆ D is a set of
points SKYU ⊆ S which are not dominated by any other
point on subspace U . The points in SKYU are called sky-

line points on subspace U . For a complete reference to the
symbols used in this paper see Table 1.

3.2. A Baseline Algorithm

In the rest of this paper, we denote the querying peer
Pinit, henceforth referred to as initiator of a query1. In a
distributed setting, a simple solution is that all peers send
their local datasets to Pinit where a centralized skyline al-
gorithm is executed. However, this approach is infeasible
in a large-scale P2P system due to the high incurred costs
and is not considered further as candidate solution. There-
fore, our premise is to locally evaluate as many parts of the
query as possible. However, accurate skyline computation
over widely distributed data, demands that all data is taken
into account, since even a single point neglected could be
part of the skyline and, thus, prune out other points already
processed. Our main observation is that a point p ∈ SKYU ,
only if there exists a partition Si where p is a local skyline
in U . Thus, each super-peer needs to collect from the asso-
ciated peers only the skyline points of all subspaces. In the
next section, we define an appropriate set, called extended
skyline, with low computation cost.

Given the locally stored extended skyline, each super
peer individually processes a subspace skyline request and
transmits the results to the query initiator. Notice that some
local skyline points may not belong to the global SKYU .
Thus, the query initiator needs to collect the results from
all super-peers and merge them by discarding dominated
points. This approach is considered as baseline, and will
be henceforth referred to as ”naive”. In what follows we
aim to improve the performance of the naive approach by
reducing communication costs and processing time.

4. Extended Skyline

In order to avoid the transmission of all data in the P2P
network, we need to calculate a subset of the original dataset
that contains all the skyline points for any subspace. As
shown in the following two Observations [20], the set of the
skyline points of the global data space is not sufficient.
Observation 1. Given a set S of data points on dimen-
sion set D, for two subsets U and V of D (U ,V ⊆ D),
where U ⊆ V , there is no containment relationship between
SKYU and SKYV .
Observation 2. Assume a set S of data points on dimension
set D and two subsets U and V of D (U ,V ⊆ D) such that
U ⊂ V . Each skyline point q in SKYU on dimension set V
is either dominated by another skyline point p in SKYU ; or
a skyline point in SKYV .

1Notice that even though the initiator can be a simple peer, we use
Pinit to refer to the super-peer responsible for the simple peer.
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Figure 1. Skyline examples.

Based on the above observations, a skyline point q in
SKYU is either a skyline point in SKYV or there is another
data point p such that p[ai] = q[ai] (∀ai ∈ U ) that domi-
nates q on the dimension set V −U . Thus, a super-set of the
union of all subspace skylines is the set of the global skyline
points enriched with all points p for which ∃i∃q ∈ SKYD

q[ai] = p[ai]. Consider for example Figure 1(a) where e
and k have the same x-value but k is a skyline point in con-
trast to point e which is not a skyline point in any subspace.

To reduce the computation overhead we compute a
subset of the mentioned super-set that is able to answer
any subspace skyline query. Therefore, we adjust the
dominance definition to compute all necessary values co-
instantaneously during the skyline calculation. We define
the extended-skyline (ext-skyline) based on the extended
domination (ext-domination) definition.
Definition 1. For any dimension set U , where U ⊆ D, p
ext-dominates q if on each dimension di ∈ U , p[i] < q[i].
The ext-skyline (ext-SKYU ) is set of all points that are not
ext-dominated by any other.

In the following, we prove that ext-SKYD is sufficient
to answer any subspace skyline query correctly.
Observation 3. Every point that belongs to the skyline of
U belongs also to the ext-skyline of U , i.e. SKYU ⊆ ext-
SKYU .
Proof: Let p ∈ SKYU and p /∈ ext-SKYU . It follows that
there is a point q that ext-dominates the point p in U . Based
on the definition of the ext-skyline ∀ai ∈ U : q(ai) <
p(ai). Therefore, based on the skyline definition we con-
clude that p /∈ SKYU , which leads to a contradiction.
Observation 4. Every point that belongs to the skyline of
a subspace V ⊆ U belongs to the ext-skyline of U , i.e.
SKYV ⊆ ext-SKYU , V ⊆ U .
Proof: Based on Observation 2 we distinguish two cases. If
p is a skyline point in U then Observation 3 guarantees that
p ∈ ext-SKYU . If p is not a skyline point in SKYU based
on Observation 2 there is a skyline point q in U such that
p(ai) = q(ai) , ∀ai ∈ U . Based on Observation 3 and the
definition of ext-skyline we conclude that q ∈ ext-SKYU

and p ∈ ext-SKYU .

For example, in Figure 1(a), point m belongs to the ext-
skyline, which is not the case with point e, since e is glob-
ally dominated by i, which in turn does not have any value
equal to the attribute values of e. Notice, that neither e nor
m belong to any subspace skyline.

5. The SKYPEER Algorithm

In this section we describe our algorithm for subspace
skyline computation in a P2P environment. First, in a pre-
processing phase (more on this in Section 5.3) each peer Pi

computes the local ext-skyline of its dataset Si and sends it
to the associated super-peer. The super-peer calculates its
own ext-skyline, denoted as ∪ext-SKYDi

(i = 0..DEGp),
by merging the local skyline results. Based on Observa-
tion 4 the local ext-skyline is sufficient for a super-peer to
determine if any of its peers Pi can contribute to the re-
sults of any skyline query on an arbitrary subspace U ⊆ D.
In order to speed up the subspace skyline computation the
multi-dimensional data is transformed into one dimensional
values. This mapping is the topic of the next subsection.

5.1. Mapping

Recall that each super-peer maintains some portion of
the dataset consisting of d-dimensional points. A query
refers to a non-empty subset U of D. The values of all
dimensions are assumed to be non-negative.

Inspired by [17], each d-dimensional point p is trans-
formed to a one dimensional value f(p) based on the for-
mula:

f(p) =
d

min
i=1

(p[i]) (1)

Let distU (p) denote the L∞-distance of point p from
the origin based on the dimension set U , i.e. distU (p) =
maxi∈U (p[i]).
Observation 5. Let psky be a skyline point in a subspace U .
A point p for which the following inequality holds cannot
be a skyline point in subspace U .

f(p) > distU (psky) (2)

In Figure 1(b) we consider an example for the case of
a two dimensional skyline query. Let psky be a skyline
point. The f(psky) value equals to 3 showing that psky lies
on the dashed line, while Observation 5 allows us to prune
the shadowed area. Notice that the main difference of the
proposed transformation to the one in [17] is that distances
are calculated based on the origin of axes, while in [17] the
maximum corner2 is used. This method is not directly ap-
plicable to a distributed environment since the maximum
corner is not known to all super-peers a priori. Recently,
in [3] the idea of limiting the amount of data to be read by
exploiting the value of a monotone function was studied.

2The right upper corner of the universe.



Algorithm 1 Local subspace skyline computation
1: Input: U denotes the query dimensions
2: SKYU ← {∅}
3: threshold←MAX INT
4: p← next point based on f(p)
5: while (f(p) < threshold) do
6: if p is not dominated by any point in SKYU based

on U then
7: remove from SKYU the points dominated by p
8: SKYU ← SKYU ∪ {p}
9: threshold← minpi∈SKYU

(distU (pi))
10: end if
11: p← next point
12: end while
13: return SKYU

5.2. Threshold-Based Skyline Computation

Since the acquisition of global knowledge is infeasible in
P2P networks, a basic concept of our algorithm is to locally
evaluate as many parts of the query as possible. A querying
super-peer hands on the query to its neighboring super-peers
along the super-peer backbone, which in turn forward the
query to their adjacent super-peers, without having to main-
tain full query processing information. The super-peers ex-
ecute the query over their local data and retrieve matching
points. In the sequel we present all relevant steps in detail.

Each peer executes a local subspace skyline computation
(5.2.1). The initiator peer computes the overall subspace
skyline result by merging the local results (5.2.2). Finally,
we present optimization techniques to reduce the communi-
cation and computation cost (5.2.3).

5.2.1 Local Subspace Skyline Computation

Each super-peer maintains a list with the ext-skyline points
of its associated peers. We assume that each super-peer can
access the stored ext-skyline points in an ascending order
of their f(p) values and we present an algorithm for ef-
ficient local subspace skyline computation (Algorithm 1).
Note that the f(p) value is computed once based on the
space D while distU (p) refers to the queried subspace U
and it is calculated during the skyline computation. Dur-
ing the subspace skyline computation the dominating points
among the data already examined are inserted into the cur-
rent subspace skyline set SKYU . The algorithm uses as a
threshold the minimum value of the distU (p) of all points
in SKYU . Based on Observation 5, the algorithm termi-
nates when threshold is smaller than the f(p) value of the
next point p.

An important performance parameter is the efficiency of
the dominance test, which is computationally expensive if

Algorithm 2 Super-peer merging of subspace skylines
1: Input: U denotes the query dimensions
2: SKYU ← {∅}
3: threshold←MAX INT
4: SKYU1 ...SKYUNsp

the super-peers’ set of local sub-
space skyline points

5: SKYUs
← the list with the minimum first element

6: p← next point based on SKYUs

7: while (f(p) < threshold) do
8: if p is not dominated by any point in SKYU on sub-

space U then
9: remove from SKYU the points dominated by p

10: SKYU ← SKYU ∪ {p}
11: threshold← minpi∈SKYU

(distU (pi))
12: end if
13: SKYUs

← the list with the minimum first element
14: p← next point based on SKYs

15: end while
16: return SKYU

the skyline set contains a large number of points and the di-
mensionality of the query is high. Notice that we need to
test a point for domination only against the potential sub-
space skyline points SKYU that have been already found.
To speed up the computation the dominance test is per-
formed in a way similar to traditional window queries [14]
using a main-memory R-tree with dimensionality equal to
the query dimensionality.

5.2.2 Merging of Computed Subspace Skylines

After the initiator super-peer Pinit has executed a local
subspace skyline computation and has collected the local
subspace skyline result set of all other super-peers, Pinit

merges the local result sets of the individual super-peers to
one global result set. Algorithm 2 performs this task and
prunes out those points that are dominated by points of other
super-peers SPj .

We assume that each super-peer delivers its local result
set as a sorted list based on the f(p) values of the local sky-
line points. Again the points are accessed based on their
f(p) values while dominated points are discarded, until the
f(p) value of the next point is larger than the threshold
value. Notice that an alternative would be to merge all lists
into one list, sort this list and then apply Algorithm 1, how-
ever the use of Algorithm 2 avoids these extra costs and
ensures that each list is accessed only until its next element
is larger than the threshold value.

5.2.3 Optimization Techniques

As we have already mentioned, each super-peer calculates
its own local subspace skyline result. In a second step,



these local subspace skyline results have to be merged into
a global result set, for example by the initiator super-peer.
Even though the use of local skyline query results at each
super-peer reduces the amount of data transmitted to the
query initiator Pinit (naive approach), there is still a chance
that a local result may contain points that do not belong to
the overall skyline.

We identify two interesting improvements of the basic
algorithm. Firstly, our local skyline computation algorithm
is threshold-based. Let t be the threshold value at the end
of the local skyline computation at the initiator. Based on
Observation 5, the threshold value indicates that there is a
local skyline point psky that dominates all points with f(p)
values larger that the threshold t. At the end of the local
skyline computation the threshold value corresponds to the
point with the minimum threshold value, i.e. the highest
pruning capability. Since the data is horizontally partitioned
over the super-peers the local skyline point psky dominates
all points with a f(p) value larger that the threshold t of all
super-peers. Therefore, the t value is attached to the query
and is used to further reduce the computation and commu-
nication cost, so that the threshold value is propagated to
the super-peers and used as an initial threshold value. Con-
sider for example, a super-peer holding points that based on
the queried subspace lie near the maximum corner. If there
is a small initial threshold value, the local subspace sky-
line computation ends immediately without returning any
points, otherwise the local subspace skyline points are com-
puted and sent back to Pinit. Thus, the super-peer Pinit

first executes the local subspace skyline computation to ob-
tain an initial value for t, and then the query is forwarded to
other super-peers.

A straightforward variation of the above approach is to
compute and refine the threshold on each super-peer that
is processing the query, instead of forwarding Pinit’s fixed
threshold value. Intuitively, by progressively lowering the
threshold value, the pruning capability of the query would
be increased at each forwarding step. This approach re-
quires that the query is propagated only after the super-peer
has finished the local skyline computation.

A second improvement applies to the merging phase,
which can be performed progressively during query eval-
uation. Instead of forwarding all results back to Pinit, each
super-peer merges the results of its neighbors, and forwards

Variant Mnemonic
Fixed Threshold Fixed Merging FTFM
Fixed Threshold Progressive Merging FTPM
Refined Threshold Fixed Merging RTFM
Refined Threshold Progressive Merging RTPM

Table 2. Variants of the basic SKYPEER.

the merged result back to Pinit. The benefit is twofold. The
transferred data is reduced and a time-consuming central-
ized merging phase is avoided.

To summarize, in Table 2 we present our variants of the
basic SKYPEER based on two major subspace skyline com-
putation optimization criteria:

1. Threshold propagation: (i) Fixed Threshold: Pinit

calculates its threshold t for q(U, t) and forwards
the threshold value to all super-peers. (ii) Refined
Threshold: Pinit calculates and sends its threshold
to its neighboring super-peers, which do not forward
it immediately to other super-peers, but rather they
first compute the subspace skyline, calculate the new
threshold t′, and then forward q(U, t′).

2. Merging strategy: (i) Fixed Merging at Pinit: In this
approach, all super-peers forward their computed sub-
space skyline back to Pinit, and Pinit is responsible
for merging the results and computing the resulting
subspace skyline for q(U). (ii) Progressive Merging:
Each super-peer merges the results it receives with its
locally computed subspace skyline, before sending the
results back to the super-peer from which it originally
received the query.

We now introduce the SKYPEER algorithm, which runs
on each super-peer SPi. A subspace skyline query q(U) is
posed by the initiator super-peer Pinit. The initiator super-
peer first computes the skyline on its local ext-skyline ∪
ext-SKYDi

(i = 0..DEGp). This results in a thresh-
old value t, which based on Observation 5 can be used to
prune out points that cannot belong to the result of the sky-
line query. The threshold value is attached to the query
q(U) that becomes q(U, t) before it is forwarded to SPinit’s
neighbors at super-peer level. Each super-peer receiving the
query, forwards it to its neighboring super-peers and exe-
cutes a local threshold-based subset skyline calculation on
its set of local ext-skyline points. If the RT*M variants are
employed, then before forwarding the query, SPi computes
the skyline on its local ext-skyline which results in a re-
fined threshold value t′ (or in worst case t′ = t) that is
attached to the query before it is send to the neighboring
super-peers. The results are routed back to Pinit. If one of
the *TPM variants is employed, SPi first merges the results
it receives, before forwarding them to the peer from which
it received the query.

Correctness of the algorithm: Observation 4 guaran-
tees that there are no false negatives caused by the pre-
processing phase. Observation 5 ensures that there are no
false negatives during the local skyline computation and the
merge phase, in contrast to the domination test that ensures
that there are no false positive. Since there are no false neg-
atives nor false positives, SKYPEER computes the exact
subspace skyline results.



Algorithm 3 SKYPEER on super-peer SPi

1: Input: mode (FTFM, FTPM, RTFM, RTPM)
Query q on subspace U with threshold t (q(U, t))
Peer from which q was received (SPq)

2: LN ← list of all neighbors except SPq

3: if (mode ∈ {RTFM,RTPM}) or (SPi = Pinit) then
4: SKYU0 ← compute local skyline
5: t← refineThreshold(t)
6: end if
7: for ni ∈ LN do
8: send(ni, q(U, t))
9: end for

10: if mode ∈ {FTFM,FTPM} then
11: SKYU0 ← compute local skyline
12: end if
13: for j = 1 to |LN | − 1 do
14: receive SKYUj

15: if mode ∈ {FTPM,RTPM} then
16: SKYU0 ←mergeResults(SKYUj

, SKYU0)
17: else
18: send(SPq, SKYUj

)
19: end if
20: end for
21: send(SPq, SKYU0)

5.3. Pre-processing Phase

In the pre-processing phase, each peer Pi calculates its
own ext-skyline ext-SKYDi

in the original space D and
sends it to the associated super-peer. Despite the fact that
any of the existing centralized skyline algorithms may be
applied to calculate the ext-skyline, if the domination test is
replaced by the ext-domination definition, in our example
we assume that Algorithm 1 is used.

The task of the super-peer is to merge the local ext-
skyline of the individual peers to one result set that consti-
tutes the ext-skyline of space D with respect to the dataset
on the super-peer and its associated peers. Algorithm 2
merges the lists and prunes out those points of a peer Pi

that are ext-dominated by points of another peer Pj .
We illustrate the details of peer pre-processing by means

of an example. In Figure 2, three peers (PA, PB , PC) as-
signed to super-peer SPA and their local datasets are shown.
The dimensionality of the dataset is 4. Each peer computes
its local ext-skyline in the original space. The points added
to the result set due to the ext-skyline definition are grey
shaded. For instance, four of the five points of PA are sky-
line points, while A3 is included as an ext-skyline point.
Similarly, for PC the skyline point is C4, while the ext-
skyline points are C4 and C5.

In the case that a new peer PJ joins the network, it is
associated with a super-peer using the basic bootstrapping

Extended Skyline (sorted by f(p))

SP
A

P
A PB

P
C

Peer Level

X Y Z W

A1 2 2 2 2
A2 1 3 2 3

A3 1 3 5 4
A4 2 3 2 1

A5 5 2 4 1

X Y Z W
B1 3 1 1 3

B2 4 5 4 6
B3 2 3 3 3

B4 1 2 3 4
B5 5 5 5 5

X Y Z W

C1 5 3 7 5
C2 2 5 6 6

C3 5 5 5 5
C4 1 1 3 4

C5 6 6 6 4

Super-peer Level

X Y Z W
A2 1 3 2 3
A3 1 3 5 4

A4 2 3 2 1
A5 5 2 4 1

f(p)
1
1

1
1

A1 2 2 2 2 2

X Y Z W

B1 3 1 1 3
B4 1 2 3 4

B3 2 3 3 3

f(p)

1
1

2

X Y Z W
C4 1 1 3 4

C5 6 6 6 4

f(p)
1

4

Local Data

Extended
Skyline

Figure 2. Peer pre-processing example.

protocol. If the super-peer has already executed an ext-
skyline computation, so it has available a list of ext-skyline
results of all other associated peers, the ext-skyline of PJ

must be merged with the existing ext-skyline at the super-
peer. Notice that this merging is performed incrementally,
i.e. there is no need to process again all the lists of ext-
skyline points from all associated peers, so the additional
processing cost of peer joins is very low. We intend to ad-
dress peer failures in our future work.

6. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the SKYPEER algo-
rithm which was implemented in Java. The simulations run
on 3GHz Pentium PCs and the data was stored locally. In
order to be able to test the algorithms with realistic network
sizes, we ran multiple instances of the peers on the same
machine and simulated the network interconnection.

The P2P network topology used in the experiments con-
sists of Nsp interconnected super-peers in a random graph
topology. We used the GT-ITM topology generator 3 to
create well-connected random graphs of Nsp peers with a
user-specified average connectivity (DEGsp). In our exper-
iments we vary the network size (Np) from 4000 to 80000
peers, while the number of super-peers is Nsp = 5% ×Np

(for Np ≥ 20000 we used Nsp = 1%×Np). We also tested
different DEGsp values ranging from 4 to 7.

We used synthetic data collections and query workloads.
The dataset was horizontally partitioned evenly among the
peers. We used two different datasets: uniform and clus-
tered. The uniform dataset includes random points in a
unit space. For the clustered dataset, each super-peer picks
cluster centroids randomly and all associated peers obtain
points, the coordinates of which follow a Gaussian distri-
bution on each axis with variance 0.025, and a mean equal
to the corresponding coordinate of the centroid. We con-
duct experiments varying the dimensionality (5-10) and the

3Available at: http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/gtitm/
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Figure 3. Comparison of SKYPEER variants for different data dimensionality values.

cardinality (1M-20M points) of the dataset. Given a query
dimensionality, all dimension subsets have uniform prob-
ability to be requested. We generate 100 queries, and for
each query a super-peer initiator is randomly selected. We
measure the average: (i) skyline query processing computa-
tional time, (ii) total time (including network delay), and
(iii) volume of transferred data, for all queries. Unless
mentioned explicitly, we use the following default values:
d = 8, k = 3, DEGsp = 4, Np = 4000, each peer holds
250 points and the dataset is uniform.

6.1. Pre-processing Statistics

The smaller the size of the ext-skyline, the larger the sav-
ings that we obtain in the pre-processing step. In the first ex-
periment we consider a uniformly distributed data set over
4000 peers, while varying d. Figure 3(a) illustrates the per-
centage of the points that belong to the ext-skyline. The
peer selectivity (SELp) indicates the portion of the data
points transmitted from the peers to the super-peers, i.e. the
average number of local ext-skyline points. The super-peer
selectivity (SELsp) represents the average number of ext-
skyline points for each super-peer as a percentage of all the
data points. We also show the percentage of data points that
are ext-skyline points at a super-peer, in comparison to the
total number of ext-skyline points of the associated peers,
denoted (SELsp/SELp).

For example for d = 7 dimensions, 59% of the data
points are transmitted to the super-peers, while only a 22%
actually belong to the union of all local ext-skylines at
super-peer level. Clearly, for smaller values of data dimen-
sionality, only a small portion of the points are used, thus
we can prune a significant number of points during the pre-
processing step. As only the ext-skyline points are stored

in the super-peers, the number of data points processed at
query time is a small percentage of the whole dataset, keep-
ing our approach feasible.

6.2. Scalability Study

In Figure 3(b), we present the performance of the
SKYPEER framework in terms of computational time, ne-
glecting network delays. The results show that the refined
threshold variants (RT*M) are more costly than the fixed
threshold variants (FT*M), however they are still more ef-
ficient than the naive one, because of threshold usage. Fur-
ther, progressive merging (*TPM) is faster than fixed merg-
ing (*TFM) at the initiator, because the computational cost
to merge all Nsp lists at the initiator is higher compared to
the total cost incurring at intermediate super-peers.

The plot in Figure 3(c) illustrates the total response time
taking into account the network delay, which depends on
the size of transmitted data. We assume 4KB/sec as the
network transfer bandwidth on each connection. This chart
shows that progressive merging (*TPM) keeps the total re-
sponse time low. In all cases the four variants of SKYPEER
constantly outperform the naive algorithm. In Figure 3(d),
the volume of the messages (in KB) is illustrated as a func-
tion to the dataset dimensionality for the uniform dataset.
The query dimensionality varies varies from 2 to 3 and two
different variations of SKYPEER are examined. The vol-
ume of the messages exchanged to retrieve the skyline result
depends mainly on the merging strategy. We present the re-
sults of FTFM and FTPM as representative ones. Obviously
progressive merging reduces the volume of data transferred
in the network.

In the next series of experiments we examine the pro-
posed method’s scaling features with regards to query di-
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Figure 4. Scalability study of SKYPEER for different k, Np, DEGsp and number of points per peer.

mensionality. In order to study SKYPEER’s behavior for
larger networks, we increased the network size from 4000 to
12000 peers. Figure 3(e) compares the performance of the
fixed (FTFM) against the refined (RTFM) threshold variants
for fixed merging. We measured the computational time
needed for calculating the subspace skyline, for different
query dimensionality values ranging from 2 to 4. We con-
clude that the fixed threshold variants perform better than
the refined threshold ones, however this is due to the uni-
form dataset employed, which does not allow the exploita-
tion of refining the threshold value. Then, in Figure 3(f), we
present a performance comparison between SKYPEER and
the naive algorithm for different network sizes. The vertical
axis represents the relative performance of SKYPEER as
compared to the naive approach. It is clear that SKYPEER
always outperforms naive, and for large networks (12000
peers) the FTPM variant is 17 times faster than naive.

Thereafter, we examined the performance of our algo-
rithm depending on the network topology, in terms of par-
ticipating peers number and connectivity degree. We tested
the scalability features of SKYPEER with k for a network
of 12000 peers (Figure 4(a)). We measured the total re-
sponse time of all algorithms for different query dimension-

ality. It is obvious that progressive merging scales much
better with k, providing an efficient solution as compared to
the naive one.

Figures 4(b) (computational time) and 4(c) (total time)
show the comparative performance of SKYPEER variants
against naive, when the network size is increased from
20000 to 80000 peers. The improvement factor of pro-
gressive merging (*TPM) over the naive approach increases
with network size, proving the scalability of our approach.

In the next experiment, we study how different super-
peer connectivity degrees (DEGsp) affect the performance
of SKYPEER. In Figures 4(d) and 4(e), we experiment with
a network of 4000 peers with DEGsp varying from 4 to 7.
We conclude that even though the computational time is not
affected by DEGsp, the total time is reduced when DEGsp

increases. This is because higher DEGsp values, result in
smaller routing paths, hence smaller network transfer costs.

In Figure 4(f), we increased the number of points per
peer (n/Np) from 250 to 1000. We notice that the progres-
sive merging variants clearly outperform the fixed merging
ones, as the number of points per peer increases.

We also evaluate SKYPEER on a clustered dataset and
the results are shown in Figure 4(g). In this experiment,



we generated a clustered 3-dimensional dataset and we used
k = 3, in order to study the effect of subspace skylines on a
clustered subspace. We use global skyline queries to avoid
distortion of the clustered data distribution through the pro-
jection. As expected fixed threshold variants perform better
w.r.t. computational time, however when it comes to total
time, the refined threshold variants are better. This experi-
ments indicates the usefulness of RT*M variants, when the
dataset is clustered, and when the first priority is to keep the
network load low. In a similar experiment, in Figure 4(h),
we see that RT*M variants perform better also for increas-
ing dataset dimensionality values. Again the importance of
refining threshold is elevated, when the dataset is clustered.

As expected the fixed threshold method achieves a fast
overall response time. This is because, ideally, the query
will reach all super-peers in the minimum possible time.
Then they can immediately start the local skyline process-
ing and return their results. It was expected that the refined
threshold would lead to query pruning capability improve-
ments, and therefore to reduce processing costs in super-
peers for skyline computation and communication costs.
Unexpectedly in most experiments there is no noticeable
benefit. This is mainly because of the nature of the synthetic
dataset, i.e. uniform dataset distributed uniformly among
the peers. However in the case of clustered datasets, we see
that threshold refinement leads to performance gains.

Progressive merging reduces communication costs, since
some candidate skyline points are pruned out earlier. The
computational cost is further reduced through the progres-
sive merging since the fixed merging at Pinit is very costly
because of the high number of elements. Thus, the com-
putational cost of merging is distributed over many super-
peers, instead of only to Pinit and thus a potential bottle-
neck at Pinit is avoided.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the issue of subspace skyline
computation in a P2P setting. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first paper to confront the combination of (i) large
degree of data distribution and (ii) subspace skyline queries.
We propose a threshold based algorithm, called SKYPEER,
which forwards the skyline query requests among peers, in
such a way that the amount of data to be transferred is sig-
nificantly reduced. Additionally, the extended skyline oper-
ator, which is applicable to all skyline algorithms, provides
an effective solution for retrieving a superset of all subspace
skyline results. Finally our experimental evaluation shows
that our algorithm, SKYPEER, is much more efficient than
the baseline approach, both in terms of computational and
communication costs. In our future work we will investi-
gate how churn, in particular peer failure, affects the perfor-
mance of SKYPEER.
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